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h i g h l i g h t s
 Eye closure is known to have dramatic effects on the EEG, particularly in the a (8–12 Hz) band; to elu-

cidate its effect on the brain, we recorded electrocorticograms (ECoG) from epilepsy patients undergoing invasive monitoring while they sequentially closed and opened their eyes.
 In addition to ﬁnding the expected increase in a-range power over occipital cortex, we found that eye
closure causes an anatomically widespread power increase for a broad range of low frequencies (2–
30 Hz).
 At high frequencies eye closure causes an anatomically focal power decrease over occipital cortex and
Brodmann areas 8 and 9.

a b s t r a c t
Objective: We sought to characterize the effects of eye closure on EEG power using electrocorticography
(ECoG). Speciﬁcally, we sought to elucidate the anatomical areas demonstrating an eye closure effect, and
at which frequencies this effect occurs.
Methods: ECoG was recorded from 32 patients undergoing invasive monitoring for seizure focus localization. Patients were instructed to close and open their eyes repeatedly. ECoG power was compared in the
epochs following eye closure and opening, for various frequency bands and brain regions.
Results: We found that at low frequencies, eye closure causes widespread power increases involving all
lobes of the brain. This effect was signiﬁcant not only in the a (8–12 Hz) band but in the d (2–4 Hz), h (4–
8 Hz), and b (15–30 Hz) bands as well. At high frequencies, eye closure causes comparatively focal power
decreases over occipital cortex and frontal Brodmann areas 8 and 9.
Conclusions: Eye closure (1) affects a broad range of frequencies outside the a band and (2) involves a distributed network of neural activity in anatomical areas outside visual cortex.
Signiﬁcance: This study constitutes the ﬁrst large-scale, systematic application of ECoG to study eye closure, which is shown to inﬂuence a broad range of frequencies and brain regions.
Ó 2014 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction
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Eye closure is the single most effective behavioral modulator of
the human electroencephalogram (EEG), an effect as old as EEG itself (Berger, 1929). This effect is qualitatively described by a
transition from low-amplitude, non-rhythmic electrical activity
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to high-amplitude, oscillatory activity during the period of eye
closure. The early, now classic, investigations describing this effect
identiﬁed the frequency band of the oscillatory component during
eye closure as the ‘‘alpha’’ wave (Berger, 1929); these studies isolated the effect speciﬁcally to visual stimulation (Adrian and Matthews, 1934) and also provided evidence that a oscillations
originated in the occipital lobes (Adrian and Yamagiwa, 1935).
Additional studies conﬁrmed this effect and provided evidence
on its ubiquity and reliability (Jasper, 1936; Smith, 1938; Jasper
and Andrews, 1938).
The studies that followed up on these basic ﬁndings can be divided into two lines of research: those recording non-invasively
from human participants and those recording invasively from animal models. In the ﬁrst, the principal questions were whether the
eyes-closed condition modulated (1) spectral activity outside of
the a band and (2) regional activations outside of visual cortex.
Using scalp EEG, it was indeed found that activity outside of the a
band, namely in the d; h, and b bands, was also modulated by the
eyes-closed condition (Chapman et al., 1962; Glass and Kwiatkowski, 1970; Härdle et al., 1984). In addition, the temporal and parietal
lobes displayed eyes-closed related activity, albeit at different resonant frequencies than the visual cortical a modulation (MundyCastle, 1957; Volavka et al., 1967; Legewie et al., 1969). Despite
these advances, however, this line of research was severely limited
by the poor spectral and spatial resolution of scalp EEG. For example, it was not possible in the early scalp recordings to relate c activity to the eyes-open condition, despite the fact that c activity has
been explicitly related to visual processing (Jensen et al., 2007).
As a result of these technical limitations, modern research has focused on the higher-level cognitive correlates of a activity (Mantini
et al., 2007; Klimesch et al., 1996; VanRullen et al., 2005; Busch
et al., 2009; Jensen et al., 2012). As a result, many basic electrophysiological properties of eye closure in humans remain unknown.
The second line of research responded to the inherent limitations of using scalp studies to investigate visual cortical a-activity.
To overcome these limitations, these studies investigated the a
rhythm using invasive electrophysiology in animal models, opening the skull to obtain direct recordings from neural tissue (reviewed in Lopes da Silva, 1991). Using this approach, early
studies suggested that the a rhythm emerged from sub-cortical
structures, namely the lateral geniculate nucleus, the pulvinar
and the reticular activating system (Andersen and Andersen,
1968). However, it was soon appreciated that cortical generators
uniquely contributed to the a effect (Lopes da Silva et al., 1973;
Lopes da Silva and van Leeuwen, 1977; Bollimunta et al., 2008; Bollimunta et al., 2011). Despite the advances from this line of research, it remains a challenge to apply these ﬁndings directly to
the human brain. In particular, recordings in animal models are
usually performed using micro-electrodes conﬁned to highly speciﬁc regions of the thalamus and visual cortex. Therefore, the question of precisely which anatomical regions (outside of the visual
cortex) respond to eye closure has largely been unexplored.
To overcome the challenges of each of these lines of research, it
is necessary to record invasively electrophysiological activity
directly from the human brain as participants close and open their
eyes. Such recordings can be ethically obtained from neurosurgical
patients undergoing invasive monitoring for seizure localization in
the setting of pharmacologically-refractory epilepsy. Indeed, intracranial EEG, or electrocorticography (ECoG), has been used to elucidate the neural activity of a variety of motor, sensory, and
cognitive phenomena (Jacobs and Kahana, 2010; Lachaux et al.,
2012), but has yet to be systematically applied to the most basic
of all electrophysiological behavioral effects: human eye closure.
By recording directly from the surface of the brain, much like the
animal models described above, ECoG can localize cortical eye
closure effects with maximal anatomical precision. In addition,
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ECoG has the potential to record high-frequency activity (c) in
the absence of muscular artifact that occurs at the scalp (YuvalGreenberg et al., 2008).
In this study, we examined the effect of eye closure on ECoG
power during a simple eye closure/eye opening task. In it, we
sought to examine both the spatial distribution of cortical responses to eye closure and opening, as well as which frequencies
participated in the response.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
32 patients (13 female, 4 left-handed; Table 1) with pharmacologically-refractory epilepsy underwent a surgical procedure in
which electrodes were implanted subdurally on the cortical surface; many of these patients received implants deep within the
brain parenchyma as well. In each case, the clinical team determined the placement of the electrodes so as to best localize epileptic foci. Data were collected at the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA) and Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (Philadelphia, PA). Our research protocol was approved by the institutional review board at both hospitals and
informed consent was obtained from the participants and their
guardians.
2.2. Behavioral task
Each patient participated in a suite of oculomotor tasks lasting,
in total, 5–10 min (Fig. 1A, top panel). These tasks engaged the facial and extraocular muscles as well as the systems subserving saccades and smooth pursuit. The ﬁrst and last elements in this suite
were an alternating series of instructions for the patient to close
and open his or her eyes. In the current paper, we have analyzed
data only from these two elements, hereafter referred to as the
eye-closure task. In the eye-closure task, asterisks are drawn on
the screen at the 12, 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions, and the pre-recorded words ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘open’’ are played in sequence 5 times
(Fig. 1A, bottom-panel). The duration of the ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘open’’
clips are approximately 1480 and 1400 ms, respectively. Each word
is followed by a delay interval of 5000 ms + uniformly-distributed
jitter drawn from the interval ½0; 300 ms.
2.3. ECoG recordings
Data from our 32 patient database were collected over a 6year period in collaboration with 2 different hospitals. Whereas
each hospital used the same general implantation procedures
and data-acquisition techniques, our analysis had to account
for technical details that varied by institution. Electrocorticography (ECoG) data were recorded using a Nicolet, Grass Telefactor,
or Nihon-Khoden EEG system. Depending on the ampliﬁer and
the discretion of the clinical team, the signals were sampled at
400, 500, 512, 1000, or 2000 Hz. Signals were referenced to a
common electrode placed either intracranially or on the scalp
or mastoid process. All recorded traces were re-sampled at
256 Hz, and a fourth order 2-Hz stop-band Butterworth notch ﬁlter was applied at 60 Hz to eliminate electrical line noise. The
experimental laptop sent ±5 V analog pulses, via an optical isolator, into a pair of open lines on the clinical recording system to
synchronize the electrophysiological recordings with behavioral
events.
We collected electrophysiological data from a total of 3333
subdural and depth electrodes (1614 left-hemispheric; 1719 right
hemispheric). Subdural electrodes were arranged in both grid and
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Table 1
Electrocorticographic patient database for the eye-closure task. For each participant, the identiﬁcation number (ID), gender, age, handedness, number of bipolar electrode pairs (#
BPD), pass-band of the ampliﬁer’s ﬁlter settings, and a brief anatomical description of the electrode coverage are listed. TJUH: Thomas Jefferson University Hospital; HUP:
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania; y The electrode montage was changed during the hospital stay. The second montage from patient TJUH 3 contained 81 bipolar
derivations. The second and third montage from patient TJUH 10 contained 50 and 139 bipolar derivations, respectively. The second montage from patient TJUH 25 contained 133
bipolar derivations.
ID
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
TJUH
HUP
HUP
HUP
HUP
HUP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
1
2
3
4
5

Gender

Age

Handedness

# BPD

Pass-band (Hz)

Electrode coverage

F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M

40
39
34
39
29
25
43
21
56
20
41
34
52
44
35
44
33
23
48
33
45
53
29
35
48
20
35

R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L

88
43
95
114
35
143
68
129
43
139
84
95
95
92
121
53
105
94
84
46
86
83
63
90
133
126
117

0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.5–100
0.03–300
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–1200
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600
0.03–600

b/l Depths; b/l Temp Strips
b/l Depths; L Fron + b/l Temp Strips
b/l Depths; R Front-Temp-Par Strips
R Front-Temp-Par Strips; L Temp Strips
L Front-Temp Strips
L Front-Temp-Par Grid + Front-Temp Strips
b/l Depths; R Temp-Occip Strips
b/l Front-Temp Grid + Strips
L Depths; L Temp-Occip Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Temp-Front Strips
R Depths; R Temp-Par-Occip Strips
L Depths + Temp Grid + Strips
R Depths + Front-Temp Grid
R Depths; b/l Temp-Front Strips
b/l Front-Par Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Temp Strips
b/l Front-Temp-Par Strips
R Depths + Grid; b/l Temp Strips
b/l Temp-Front-Occip Strips
L Temp Strips + STG Depths
b/l Depths; b/l Temp-Front Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Temp Strips
L Front + b/l Temp Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Fron-Temp Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Fron-Temp-Par + R Occip Strips
R Depths; b/l Fron-Temp Strips
L Temp Grid + Fron-Temp Strips

F
M
M
M
F

27
27
20
37
30

R
R
L
R
L

40
68
130
123
58

0.16–134
1.6–134
1.6–134
1.6–134
1.6–134

b/l Depths; b/l Front-Temp Strips
b/l Depths; b/l Front-Temp Strips
L Fron Grid + Fron-Temp Strips + R fron Strip
R Temp-Front-Par Grid + Strips
b/l Fron-Temp-Occip Strips

strip conﬁgurations with an inter-electrode spacing of 10 mm
(Fig. 1B). Depth electrodes (6–8 platinum contacts) were placed
in 20=32 patients; all depth electrodes were placed in the medial
temporal lobe except for one patient whose depth electrodes were
placed in superior temporal gyrus near auditory cortex (TJUH 20;
see Table 1). Electrode localization was accomplished by ﬁrst localizing the implanted electrodes on the post-operative computed
tomography (CT). Then, the CT was co-registered with magnetic
resonance images (MRI) and assigned standardized three dimensional Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) and Talairach coordinates using the FLIRT registration tool (FSL software package;
Boston, MA). Using the Talairach coordinates, each electrode was
labelled with a Brodmann area using the Talairach Daemon
(Lancaster et al., 2000). Details regarding each patient’s electrode
montage and ampliﬁer ﬁlter settings can be found in Table 1.
We use bipolar referencing to eliminate (1) sources of noise
common to adjacent electrodes (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006)
and (2) the contribution of eye-muscular artifacts to the electrophysiological recording (Kovach et al., 2011). We deﬁned the
bipolar montage in our data set based on the geometry of ECoG
electrode arrangements. For every grid, strip and depth probe,
we isolated all pairs of electrodes that were positioned immediately adjacent to one another; bipolar signals were then found
by differencing the signals between each pair of immediately
adjacent electrodes (Anderson et al., 2010; Burke et al., 2013).
The resulting bipolar signals were treated as new virtual electrodes, originating from the mid-point between each electrode
pair. All subsequent analyses were performed using these derived
bipolar signals.

2.4. Data analysis and spectral power
Time-domain values were z-transformed with respect to the
session-wise mean and standard deviation, to account for changes
in power across sessions. To quantify behaviorally-related changes
in spectral power, we convolved the down-sampled (256 Hz) bipolar ECoG signals with complex-valued Morlet wavelets (wave
number 6) to obtain magnitude and phase information (Addison,
2002). Each wavelet was convolved with 8500 ms of ECoG data,
starting at each presentation of the word ‘‘close’’ or ‘‘open’’ (a
1000 ms buffer was included on both sides of the clipped data).
We used between 49 and 60 wavelets with center frequencies logarithmically spaced between 2 and 400 Hz, as the sampling rate of
the particular recording would allow, with extra wavelets added at
higher frequencies. The wavelet was used to transform the voltage
trace at each electrode to an instantaneous power trace for
each frequency. These frequency-domain values were then logtransformed.
For the frequency-band analysis, we averaged the resulting
z-transformed instantaneous powers into six frequency bands of
interest: delta (d: 2–4 Hz), theta (h: 4–8 Hz), alpha (a: 8–12 Hz),
beta (b: 15–30 Hz), gamma (c: 30–58 Hz), and high-frequency
activity (HFA: 62–120 Hz). HFA was used because of many recent
studies that have shown that activity in this frequency band is uniquely related to underlying multi-unit activity (Manning et al.,
2009; Miller et al., 2009; Ray and Maunsell, 2011). Two frequency
bands were of particular interest for this task, namely, a and c. To
visualize instantaneous power effects for a and c across multiple
sequential close/open pairs (Fig. 2), the instantaneous power was
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Fig. 1. Behavioral task and data collection. A: Part of the oculomotor suite of tasks. Shown above, participants were played aural instructions to close/open their eyes and look
to the left/right, and were also shown a meandering asterisk which they were to track with their eyes. Not shown are the cues to look left/right or up/down. B: Example
radiographic image of a participant’s electrode arrangement. C: Single electrode from Brodmann area 19 during performance of several eye closure trials.

calculated as described above using 80,000 ms of ECoG data
(throughout an entire trial of the eye-closure task; see Fig. 1A).
Power in each band was then averaged across all electrodes in a
particular region (anatomical lobe; see Fig. 2).
2.5. Anatomical localization
To visualize the anatomic variability of behaviorally-correlated
power effects, for each electrode, the mean power at all frequencies was computed for each pair of ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘open’’ events for
the interval between 4400 and 6400 ms post-stimulus. For each
pair of events, this produced 2 f  s matrices per electrode, Eopen
and Eclosed , where f is the number of frequencies and s the number
of samples. For each Eopen and Eclosed , the mean power over time was
then taken, producing two f  1 matrices. The f values in each matrix were then averaged into the frequency bands described above,
such that each electrode contributed 2 b  1 matrices, Eopen;coll and
Eclosed;coll , where the subscript ‘‘coll’’ indicates collapsing over time
and frequencies. These matrices were averaged over the the n electrodes recording from the speciﬁc region for the given subject, producing a single pair of matrices Eopen;coll and Eclosed;coll for each subject
with coverage in the given Brodmann area. The effect of eye closure at a given Brodmann area was then computed by comparing
the across-subject grand mean at each frequency band for the 2
conditions:

P
X closed;coll ¼

n Eclose;coll

n

and

P
X open;coll ¼

n Eopen;coll

n

;

where n is the number of subjects with electrodes in the given
Brodmann area. X closed;coll and X open;coll were compared with a
paired-samples t-test. A threshold of n ¼ 5 subjects contributing
to a Brodmann area was required for that area to be included. In this
analysis, multiple comparisons were controlled for using the FDR
method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) with q set to 0.05.
3. Results
Our goal was to investigate the effect of eye closure on the human ECoG. We were particularly interested in which regions outside of primary visual cortex exhibited an electrophysiological
response to eye closure and whether high frequencies were modulated by the task. To accomplish this, we administered a behavioral
task in which participants were asked repeatedly to close and open
their eyes (Fig. 1A); participants were neurosurgical patients
undergoing intracranial monitoring for the localization of their seizure focus using implanted subdural electrodes (Fig. 1B). During
the task, we recorded ECoG data from the electrodes and examined
which spectral frequencies were modulated as the patient closed
and opened his or her eyes.
Eye closure has been shown across a variety of tasks to modulate the amount of a power in electrophysiological recordings. a
modulation during the eyes open-close manipulation was occasionally visible in raw ECoG data; for example, Fig. 1C demonstrates an a pattern that was induced one second after the
patient was instructed to close her eyes. Aside from such a effects,
we were also interested in whether eye closure also modulated the
power in intracranial high-frequency activity, which may not be
detectable from visual inspection alone. We therefore ﬁrst investigated the degree to which these two frequencies, a (8–12 Hz) and c
(30–120 Hz), increased or decreased, across all electrodes in our
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous power in the a and c bands during the performance of the task, shown for electrodes in frontal, parietal, temporal, hippocampal and occipital cortex. a
power rises approximately 2s after the instruction to close eyes, with maximal effect over occipital, parietal and temporal cortex. c power falls with similar time constant,
appreciable only over occipital cortex.

database during the task. First, to obtain a qualitative sense of the
effect eye closure has on a and c power, we plotted the instantaneous a and c power across all electrodes in each of these bands
against time, separately for each anatomic region-of-interest

(Fig. 2). This analysis revealed that eye closure generally tends to
augment a power and diminish c power, and that both of these effects occur on the timescale of approximately 2s after eye closure.
The a power effect, though clearly largest over occipital cortex, is

A.S. Geller et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 125 (2014) 1764–1773

visible over parietal and temporal cortex as well as the hippocampus, and to a lesser degree over frontal cortex. The c power effect,
by contrast, is prominent over occipital cortex and to a lesser degree over parietal cortex.
Fig. 2 shows that a and high-frequency activity are both modulated by eye closure, and we next wanted to investigate more precisely which frequencies are involved in such modulation. To
evaluate the electrophysiological response in other frequency
bands, we calculated the region-wise power-spectral density for
each close/open event (PSD; left-hand column of Fig. 3). As is visible in Fig. 2, the effects of both eye closure and opening are maximal approximately 4s post-instruction; for this reason, the epoch
between 4400 and 6400 ms was used to compare power between
the eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions in the PSD analysis. For
each region, for each participant, a PSD was computed for each
electrode in the region, corresponding to eyes closed and eyes open
during the aforementioned interval. This analysis demonstrates
that there are two processes pertinent to power changes associated
with eye closure. The ﬁrst is a narrowband effect present primarily
over occipital cortex (to a much smaller degree over parietal cortex), visible as a local a band peak in the eyes-closed PSD for the
occipital lobe. The second is a broadband shift which causes an
overall divergence in the PSDs at several low frequencies, causing
the eyes-closed PSDs to remain parallel to the eyes-open PSDs. This
effect is visible over occipital, parietal, temporal and hippocampal
cortices. Finally, the PSDs demonstrate that eye opening is associated with augmentation of power at high frequencies, visible as an
intersection of the power spectra at approximately 32 Hz.
To investigate how the PSDs in the left column of Fig. 3 varied as
a function of the time relative to the eyes close/open command, we
calculated the difference in the eyes close/open PSDs at each frequency and instantaneous time sample. The resulting time frequency plots are shown Fig. 3, right panel. The time-frequency
plots show that the changes in the PSDs are relatively constant
across time and appear to be a general property of the eyes
close/open behavioral state as opposed to, say, a transition between one state and the next.
The principal advantage which ECoG provides over scalp EEG is
spatial resolution, and we sought to leverage this advantage to
localize precisely the regions that are affected by eye closure. To
do this, we compared power after eye closure and opening (for
the above-mentioned interval) at the Brodmann-area level. This
analysis (Fig. 4) shows that the low-frequency power increase
associated with eye closure is diffuse both regarding its spatial
and spectral extent. This power increase is signiﬁcant over large
bilateral swaths of occipital, temporal and parietal cortex, as well
as both hippocampi, in all of the low frequency bands. Several frequency-speciﬁc effects are also observed: the increase over BA 18
is signiﬁcant only in the a and b bands, and is stronger on the right.
Prominent frontal increases are signiﬁcant in the h band bilaterally
(BAs 4, 6, 10 and 46 on the left; and 4, 6, 9 and 46 on the right), and
in the b band on the right (areas 4, 6, 8 and 9). Also, high-frequency
power decreases are most prominent at high c (here deﬁned as 62–
120 Hz) in Brodmann areas 8, 18 and 19 bilaterally.

4. Discussion
In this study we examined the spectral signature of eye closure
in a cohort of epilepsy patients undergoing invasive monitoring.
Patients were instructed to close and open their eyes multiple
times in sequence. We report 4 ﬁndings. First, eye closure is associated with signiﬁcant power increases not only in the a band, but
in all low-frequency bands, from the d-band (2–4 Hz) to the b-band
(15–30 Hz). Second, the power effect of eye closure is spatially diffuse, involving temporal and parietal cortex as well as both
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hippocampi. Third, peaks corresponding to a oscillations are visible
in the mean PSDs for occipital, and to a lesser degree, parietal, cortex. Fourth, the broadband low-frequency power increase with eye
closure occurs with a simultaneous high-frequency power decrease. In contrast to the low-frequency power increase, the
high-frequency power decrease was highly speciﬁc anatomically,
located over occipital cortex and Brodmann area 8 bilaterally.
Since the ﬁrst observation that eye closure increases the
amount of a oscillatory power over posterior electrodes in the
scalp electroencephalogram (Berger, 1929; Jasper and Andrews,
1938; Jasper and Penﬁeld, 1949), there have been a number of
studies examining the relation between a power and eye closure
(Mundy-Castle, 1957; Volavka et al., 1967; Legewie et al., 1969;
Chapman et al., 1962; Glass and Kwiatkowski, 1970; Härdle
et al., 1984). Most of these studies attempted to identify the generator of the a oscillation, which was initially proposed to involve the
thalamus (Andersen and Andersen, 1968) and later suggested to
derive form neocortical sources (Lopes da Silva et al., 1973; Lopes
da Silva and van Leeuwen, 1977; Bollimunta et al., 2008; Bollimunta et al., 2011). However, relatively few studies have systematically studied the effect of eye closure on frequencies outside of
the a band. Using scalp EEG, Barry and colleagues have identiﬁed
low frequencies outside of the a band and visual cortical areas that
are similarly modulated by eye closure (Barry et al., 2007; Barry
et al., 2009). Here, by performing the ﬁrst systematic evaluation
of the effect of eye closure on human intracranial electrophysiology, we were able to extend these ﬁndings. Speciﬁcally, direct
brain recordings allowed us to investigate (1) whether frequencies
in the c range were also modulated by eye closure and (2) the spatial location of all such spectral modulations.
With regard to the c frequency ﬁndings, we found that eye closure is associated with a reliable decrease in high-frequency
power. Coupled with the increase in low-frequency power, these
data suggest that eye closure participates in an electrophysiological motif deﬁned by a skew in power toward low frequencies at
the expense of high frequencies. Assuming the eyes-open condition
represents the active component of this behavior, then these results can be conceptualized as an increase in c alongside a decrease
in d; h; a, and b frequencies. This electrophysiological pattern, often
labelled event related synchronization/desynchronization (ERS/
ERD) (Pfurtscheller and Lopes Da Silva, 1999), is often observed
during the active component of many behaviors including movement and other motor functions (Pfurtscheller and Aranibar,
1979; Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 1992; Crone et al., 1998; Crone
et al., 1998; Graimann et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2007), auditory
perception (Crone et al., 2001), sensory tasks (Cheyne et al.,
2003; Gaetz and Cheyne, 2006; Freyer et al., 2013), visual perceptual activities (Hipp et al., 2011), memory formation (Burke et al.,
2014), and many others. The ubiquity of this pattern has led
researchers investigating animal models of activation to suggest
that this pattern represents a movement from a less activated to
a more activated cortical state (Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Poulet
et al., 2012). Here, we suggest that an analogous interpretation explains the current ﬁndings, i.e. the increase in high-frequency
power and decrease in low-frequency power during the transition
from eyes-closed to eyes-open represents a cortical state transition
(Harris and Thiele, 2011).
The second major novel aspect of this work involves the use of
direct brain recordings to investigate the spatial location of spectral modulations during eye closure. We found that eye closure
modulated activity of low-frequency activity well outside of visual
areas (see also Barry et al., 2007). Here, we ﬁnd that structures
such as frontal cortex, temporal cortex, and even the hippocampus
are modulated by eye closure. These data suggest that visual
activation triggers an anatomically widely-distributed network,
one which includes areas that have not been classically implicated
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Fig. 3. Power Spectral Density (PSD) and Time-Frequency Spectrograms for the epoch from 4400 to 6400 ms post-instruction. Each row represents a distinct anatomical area,
as indicated on the left side of the ﬁgure. Left panel: PSDs demontrating spectral power for each area are shown for all eyes-open events (red) and all eyes-closed events
(blue), averaged across all participants. Shaded width of line represents 95% CI. To allow greater detail for the PSDs at high frequencies, the x-axis is split, with a modiﬁed yaxis scale for high frequencies. Right panel: the time-frequency plots demonstrate the difference in power between the eyes-open and eyes-closed condition, across time. Red
colors indicate greater power during eyes-open, and blue colors indicate greater power during eyes-closed.
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δ
(2–4 Hz)

θ
(4–8 Hz)

α
(8–10 Hz)

β
(15–30 Hz)

γ
(30–58 Hz)

HFA
(62–120 Hz)

.001

.02

.02

.001

P value
Fig. 4. P values for comparison of power during eyes-closed vs. eyes-open, shown for each Brodmann area (BA). The maps show diffuse power increase during eye closure
(blue shades) over multiple low-frequency bands, extending postero-anteriorly from occipital cortex to the temporal poles bilaterally and including the hippocampi. (BA 17 is
not signiﬁcant under this analysis due to insufﬁcient electrode coverage in this patient cohort.) A simultaneous power decrease (orange/red) at high frequencies, most
prominently in the HFA band, over occpital cortex and Brodmann area 8. The sole signiﬁcant region in the c (30–58 Hz) band is left Brodmann area 9.

in visual processing. A second striking result is the high-frequency
deactivation on eye closure (activation on eye opening) of Brodmann area 8 bilaterally. The regions modulated at high frequencies
are highly circumscribed in comparison with the broad swaths of
cortex modulated at low frequencies. BA 8 is known to contain at
least part of the Frontal Eye Fields (FEFs; Stanton et al., 1989),
which are implicated in both visually-related motor activity and

top-down visual attention (Schafer and Moore, 2007; Gregoriou
et al., 2009). These ﬁndings provide a link between the electrophysiological effects of eye opening and studies of top-down visual
attention (Buschman and Miller, 2007).
In presenting the ECoG effects of eye closure, we acknowledge,
ﬁrst, that our cortical picture is not comprehensive, and secondly,
that the cortical effects reported reﬂect input from two sources
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whose activity we have not recorded, speciﬁcally the thalamus and
brain stem. Our cortical picture is particularly limited most notably
in its coverage of Brodmann area 17, which would be of great interest in examining eye closure effects. The role of the thalamus in a
oscillation was mentioned above and is still being elucidated. Modulation of the EEG by brainstem inputs is an effect demonstrated
by the classic cerveau isolé preparation of Bremer (1935), which
anticipated the discovery of the reticular activating system and
its inﬂuence on the EEG (Moruzzi and Magoun, 1949). Of particular
interest is the inﬂuence of the midbrain, which receives visual input via the extrageniculate visual pathway.
This study is the ﬁrst to analyze human direct brain recordings
during the eyes-close/open manipulation. This approach yielded a
number of novel ﬁndings, as described above, and also promises
many additional insights. In particular, it is currently unclear if c
activity in the FEF follows or is followed by activity in the visual
areas during the eyes-open condition. The direction of this interaction is particularly important because it will help determine
whether the observed changes represent top-down or bottom-up
activations. A second important area of future research will be to
determine the extent to which the narrow-band modulations of
a oscillations over visual cortex and the more diffuse broadband
shifts in low-frequency power (Fig. 3) represent two distinct processes. One signiﬁcant development in the study of a in recent
years is the mounting evidence for an active, inihibitory role for
a oscillations. These ﬁndings have tended to emphasize narrowband a inhibition (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Jokisch and Jensen,
2007), but some have observed low-frequency broadband activity
to be inhibitory (Bauer et al., 2012). The studies mentioned, it
should be noted, all involve a cognitive load not present in the task
studied here. Further work is necessary to clarify to what extent
eye closure participates in the inihibitory mode of a.
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